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Abstract

Dialogue systems are usually categorized into001
two types, open-domain and task-oriented.002
The first one focuses on chatting with users003
and making them engage in the conversations,004
where selecting a proper topic to fit the dia-005
logue context is essential for a successful dia-006
logue. The other one focuses on a specific task007
instead of casual talks, e.g., finding a movie on008
Friday night, playing a song. These two direc-009
tions have been studied separately due to their010
different purposes. However, how to smoothly011
transition from social chatting to task-oriented012
dialogues is important for triggering the busi-013
ness opportunities, and there is no any pub-014
lic data focusing on such scenarios. Hence,015
this paper focuses on investigating the conver-016
sations starting from open-domain social chat-017
ting and then gradually transitioning to task-018
oriented purposes, and releases a large-scale019
dataset with detailed annotations for encour-020
aging this research direction. To achieve this021
goal, this paper proposes a framework to auto-022
matically generate many dialogues without hu-023
man involvement, in which any powerful open-024
domain dialogue generation model can be eas-025
ily leveraged. The human evaluation shows026
that our generated dialogue data has a natural027
flow at a reasonable quality, showing that our028
released data has a great potential of guiding029
future research directions and commercial ac-030
tivities. Furthermore, the released models al-031
low researchers to automatically generate un-032
limited dialogues in the target scenarios, which033
can greatly benefit semi-supervised and unsu-034
pervised approaches.1035

1 Introduction036

Until now, researchers have often separated open-037

domain and task-oriented dialogues as two distinct038

types of tasks in the dialogue field. The publicly039

available datasets focuses on either open-domain040

1Our dataset, trained simulators, and annotations will be
publicly available once accepted.

Simulated User Simulated Salesperson

My son is 2 and a half. He is handful, but I love him so much.

No, I don’t. I work too much to have time for one. How about you?

I work at a library. It’s a lot of fun, and I get to 

meet lots of interesting people.

I like to read a lot. I also like to go to the movies.  

What about yourself?

That’s adorable. I have a 2-year-old son and 

he’s the same way. Do you have any pets?

I work a lot too. I’m a stay at home mom. 

What do you do for work?

Are you interested in watching any movie?

That sounds like a fun job. I bet you meet some interesting 

people at the library. What else do you like to do?

I’m looking for a move to watch. A regular showing would be fine.

I’m in San Francisco, please look for movies there.

Where are you located?

There are [COUNT] movies you can watch. 

What do you think of [MOVIE_NAME]?
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Figure 1: A generated example of smoothly transition-
ing from chit-chat to task-oriented dialogues. The sales
discovers the user has a potential task-oriented intent
related to watching movies and then decides to ask for
the user’s movie preference.

or task-oriented dialogues. For example, a lot of 041

prior work focused on building open-domain dia- 042

logue systems (Li et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; 043

Adiwardana et al., 2020a), which chat with users 044

via suitable, engaging, safe conversations. With 045

the capability of pre-trained models, a large set 046

of human conversations is adopted to train their 047

capability of free chatting (Zhang et al., 2020; Adi- 048

wardana et al., 2020b; Roller et al., 2021). Al- 049

though these models show the outstanding capa- 050

bility of communicating with human, they are not 051

able to complete tasks as human assistants. On the 052

other hand, MultiWoz (Budzianowski et al., 2018; 053

Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020) and Schema-Guided Di- 054

alogue (SGD) (Rastogi et al., 2020) are two popu- 055

lar large-scale datasets of task-oriented dialogues, 056

which include plenty of multi-domain dialogues 057

with state information to track users’ behaviors. In 058

task-oriented scenarios, the users have their goals 059
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before starting the conversations, so the way we060

evaluate the system’s performance is whether the061

system can successfully complete the users’ goals.062

However, both skills of social chatting and task-063

oriented dialogues are important and may be used064

in a single conversation.065

Considering that both skills are essential for a066

human-like dialogue system, the recent work (Sun067

et al., 2021) merged those two capabilities by in-068

serting chit-chat sentences into the existing task-069

oriented dialogue data. The idea is to allow the070

agent gains more social, personalized communica-071

tion skills when focusing on task-oriented dialogue072

generation. Even the released data contains both073

social and task-oriented dialogues, each dialogue074

still focuses on a task-oriented scenario where the075

user has the goal before starting the conversation.076

In our target scenarios as illustrated in Figure 1,077

the conversation starts without any specific goal in078

the user’s mind, and the agent explores the poten-079

tial task-oriented intents and smoothly transitions080

to a task-oriented conversation. The focus of this081

paper is more similar to a salesperson’s capability,082

where he/she needs to chat with the user and dis-083

covers the implicit task-oriented intents that fit the084

business purposes and navigates the user to com-085

plete a task, such as purchasing a product, reserv-086

ing a restaurant, or booking a hotel room. Hence,087

a new pipeline for constructing such data is pro-088

posed. Each dialogue in the released dataset starts089

with discovering a potential task-oriented intent of090

a user in the social conversation and ends in com-091

pleting a specific task. Even though high-quality092

chit-chats and task-oriented dialogues can be sepa-093

rately generated shown in prior work (Hosseini-Asl094

et al., 2020; Adiwardana et al., 2020b; Roller et al.,095

2021), how to generate our desired dialogues has096

not been fully studied and remained unresolved.097

Yu et al. (2017) built a dialogue framework for098

users not having a clear intention, where mixing099

social responses into the conversation guides the100

flow to a specific movie they want to promote. Our101

paper has a similar idea about exploring the po-102

tential topics in the social conversations and then103

promoting the targeted tasks. Although the prior104

work proposed the proper framework for the tar-105

get scenarios, it required manual rules for dialogue106

strategies, making it difficult to scale. Also, it only107

covers a single domain (movie) and there is no108

any publicly available data for following research109

work. This paper covers more common topics by 110

taking advantage of the existing natural language 111

generation models trained on substantial dialogue 112

datasets, and releases the first large-scale dialogue 113

dataset with conversations naturally transitioning 114

from chit-chats to task-oriented forms. Our contri- 115

butions can be summarized as 4-fold: 116

• We present a framework with a simulated 117

user and a simulated salesperson to automat- 118

ically generate dialogues that smoothly tran- 119

sitions from social chit-chats to task-oriented 120

dialogues, where the components inside the 121

framework can be easily replaced by any de- 122

sired models for better flexibility. 123

• Human evaluation on the generated dialogues 124

demonstrates that the proposed method pro- 125

duces dialogues with reasonable quality and 126

natural conversation flows. 127

• We release the first large-scale dataset of di- 128

alogues transitioning from chit-chat to task- 129

oriented scenarios, which contains the auto- 130

matically generated dialogues and the detailed 131

human annotations for enabling the future re- 132

search work. 133

• The released framework with both user and 134

sales simulators allows researchers to generate 135

unlimited dialogues for semi-supervised and 136

unsupervised usage. 137

2 Proposed Approach 138

Figure 2 illustrates our proposed framework for 139

constructing the dataset. It can be divided into three 140

main parts: (1) open-domain dialogue generation, 141

(2) chit-chat to task-oriented transition, and (3) task- 142

oriented dialogue (TOD) generation. 143

2.1 Open-Domain Dialogue Generation 144

As shown in Figure 1, the conversations start with 145

social chatting between users and salespersons. 146

To generate high-quality open-domain dialogues, 147

the pre-trained dialogue generation models can be 148

adopted. Here we choose BlenderBot (Roller et al., 149

2021) as our pre-trained generation model due to 150

its outstanding capability trained on the largest- 151

ever open-domain data. It shows the ability to be 152

engaging, knowledgeable, and empathetic at a cer- 153

tain level by multi-tasking on the Blended Skill 154

Talk (BST) dataset (Smith et al., 2020) with several 155

different datasets blending. 156

Because users may explore any topics they want 157
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Figure 2: Illustration of the proposed framework that generates data transitioning from open-domain chit-chats to
task-oriented dialogues.

to discuss in a real-world setting, we manipulate158

the user and the sales to have different personas159

in order to cover wide-range topics in our gener-160

ated dialogues. This can be easily implemented by161

the package ParlAI2 (Miller et al., 2017), which al-162

lows us to build two BlenderBots to self-chat with163

each other in order to construct various dialogues164

involving different personas in the BST.165

2.2 Chit-Chat to Task-Oriented Transition166

From a salesperson’s perspective, how to capture167

the suitable timing and how to promote the target168

products/tasks are two main challenges. This pa-169

per proposes two components to address the above170

issues; specifically, a task-oriented intent detector171

and a transition turn generator focus on capturing172

the suitable timing and deciding how to smoothly173

transition to the target task respectively.174

2.2.1 Task-Oriented Intent Detection175

To find out the good timing during social chatting,176

we focus on detecting whether the user currently177

has an implicit intent related to the target tasks. In178

our case, an intent indicates what a user desires to179

do or what he/she is very likely to do if someone en-180

courages him/her to do so. If our intent detector is181

able to capture any task-oriented intent in the social182

content with diverse topics, it tells us the suitable183

timing for guiding the dialogue to a specific topic184

and then transition to a corresponding task-oriented185

conversation. Table 1 shows the intents we focus186

on in this paper, and other desired intents can be187

easily extended by our approach.188

Although detecting intents in task-oriented dia-189

logues has been studied for long time, the intent190

detection models trained on task-oriented datasets191

cannot be directly utilized. The reason is that the in-192

2https://parl.ai

Intent Description
FindMovies find movies to watch
GetTimesForMovie obtain the available time for

watching a movie
FindAttractions find attractions to visit
LookupMusic find music to listen to
PlaySong play songs
LookupSong find songs to listen to

Table 1: Descriptions of intents.

tents in our scenarios are different from the intents 193

in classical task-oriented data, where former ones 194

are more implicit and the latter ones are more ex- 195

plicit. For example, a user utterance with the intent 196

FindAttraction in our case may be “I never visit 197

France, but I heard that it is a good place.” instead 198

of “Find me the landmarks in Paris.” in classical 199

task-oriented dialogue datasets. Therefore, this pa- 200

per proposes to leverage the powerful capability 201

of question answering (QA) systems to identify 202

the potential task-oriented intents in a zero-shot 203

fashion (Namazifar et al., 2020). Specifically, we 204

use the pre-trained QA model and ask whether the 205

user has a certain intent given the current dialogue. 206

The questions need to be designed for describing 207

the target task-oriented intents, and we use the fol- 208

lowing ways to create the questions focusing on 209

task-oriented intents. 210

1. Questions based on descriptions: we create 211

questions associated with all intents based on 212

their natural language descriptions, e.g. “Is 213

the intent asking about playing songs?” for 214

the intent PlaySong. 215

2. Paraphrased questions: to enhance the de- 216

tection recall for open-domain dialogues, for 217

each intent, we paraphrase the description- 218

based questions via a high-quality paraphras- 219

ing T5 model pre-trained on Quora Ques- 220

tion Pairs data for its paraphrasing capability 221

(Wang et al., 2017). 222
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I never visit France, 

but I heard that it is a 
good place.

…Context
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Figure 3: Zero-shot task-oriented intent detection.

The proposed intent detector is illustrated in223

Figure 3, where the inputs are the open-domain224

conversation along with intent-related questions,225

and the outputs are Yes/No answers to these ques-226

tions. Note that any type of QA models can be227

adopted in our framework. Here we start with a QA228

model pre-trained on large open-domain QA data,229

e.g., SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) or Common-230

senseQA (Talmor et al., 2019), which is supposed231

to be equipped with certain common knowledge232

and the reasoning ability useful for our intent de-233

tector. Furthermore, the general QA model may234

not be capable of correctly answering intent-related235

questions since the contexts and questions differ a236

lot from ones in the general QA data. To reduce237

the mismatch, we fine-tune the QA model on a238

publicly available task-oriented dataset (e.g., SGD).239

Specifically, the annotated intents in task-oriented240

dialogues are utilized to create the associated QA241

data, where there is a ground truth answer (Yes/No)242

to each intent-related question at all dialogue turns.243

Then the built training data (TOD-QA shown in244

Figure 3) allows the general QA model to better245

identify task-oriented intents. Although fine-tuned246

on the task-oriented dataset, we find that the model247

benefits from pre-training and thus it can be well248

applied to open-domain dialogues.249

2.2.2 Transition Turn Generation250

This section describes how we generate the tran-251

sition turn that bridges open-domain and task-252

oriented dialogues. Our transition turn generation253

procedure is composed of two parts: 1) using a tem-254

plate transition sentence to trigger the correspond-255

ing task-oriented user reaction and 2) re-generating256

the transition turn for better fluency and diversity.257

Template-based For each task-oriented intent,258

we adapt its intent description in the ontology to259

create a corresponding template question (e.g., Do260

you want to [Intent Description]?) as the transition261

sentence shown in the upper block of Figure 4. Al-262

though using template-based transition is simple263

Template-based generation
User: I like to read a lot. I also like to go to the

movies. What about yourself? - FindMovies
Sales: Do you want to find movies by genre and op-

tionally director?
User: I’m looking for a movie to watch. A regular

showing would be fine.
Generative-based Re-generation

User: I like to read a lot. I also like to go to the
movies. What about yourself?

Sales: Are you interested in watching any movie?
User: I’m looking for a movie to watch. A regular

showing would be fine.

Figure 4: The upper block is a template-based transi-
tion example. When detecting the task-oriented intent
FindMovies, its intent descriptions trigger a template
transition sentence (in italics), and then these two user
turns are used to re-generate a transition as shown in
the lower block to substitute the template transition.

and effective, it however makes the salesperson too 264

aggressive and invariant to be professional. 265

Generative-based To improve the fluency of
transition and increase the diversity of word us-
age, we propose a generative-based approach to
re-generate more smooth and nature transitions.
With a similar idea as (Ennen et al., 2021; Seveg-
nani et al., 2021), our goal is to predict a transition
utterance that can naturally bridge the past and the
future utterances as below.

p(at | ut, ut+1) =
∏
k=0

p(at,k | ut, ut+1, at,1:k−1),

where at is the current utterance, ut is the past 266

utterance, ut+1 is the future utterance, and k the 267

k-th token in at. 268

Specifically, we feed the last user’s open-domain 269

utterance and the first user’s task-oriented utterance 270

in our generated data as inputs, and learn to predict 271

the template transition turn. To learn the capability 272

of connecting different topics smoothly, the newly 273

published data OTTers (Sevegnani et al., 2021) 274

is leveraged for training our generative model. 275

This data focuses on bridging two different topics 276

via the transition in an entity path of a common- 277

sense knowledge graph. The assumption of using 278

this dataset is that open-domain utterances can be 279

viewed as the previous topic and task-oriented utter- 280

ances as the new one, so learning the transition turn 281

is the same as learning how to smoothly transition 282

from open-domain to task-oriented dialogues. 283

2.3 Task-Oriented Dialogue Generation 284

After detecting the potential task-oriented intent 285

and generating the transition turn, it is natural to 286
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continue the dialogue in a task-oriented scenario287

illustrated in the right part of Figure 2. Here we288

propose two ways of generating task-oriented dia-289

logues following the transition turn.290

Merge SGD It is naive to simply merge an ap-291

propriate task-oriented dialogue taken from TOD292

data with a chit-chat dialogue to create such dia-293

logue. In more details, all task-oriented dialogues294

in the SGD dataset are grouped by intents, and295

one TOD dialogue is sampled based on the de-296

tected task-oriented intent to append to the tran-297

sition turn and form a new dialogue containing298

both chit-chat and TOD. Note that the delexical-299

ized version of SGD (Sun et al., 2021) is used to300

avoid severe inconsistency between open-domain301

and task-oriented parts.302

Task-Oriented Simulation Different from open-303

domain social chatting, the roles in task-oriented di-304

alogues are important. Therefore, two task-oriented305

simulators are trained, one for users and another306

for salespersons. Considering that training on307

task-oriented dialogues from scratch may limit the308

diversity of the generated dialogues, to generate309

the context-aware, fluent, and consistent conversa-310

tions, we use the same type of open-domain dia-311

logue generation models, BlenderBot (Roller et al.,312

2021), and additionally train on either user turns313

or agent turns in task-oriented dialogues for TOD314

User BlenderBot and TOD Sales BlenderBot. By315

allowing two simulators to talk with each other,316

they can generate endless conversations until one317

of the termination conditions is satisfied. There318

are three commonly used termination strategies we319

use when building our dataset: (1) Any pre-defined320

keyword appears in the utterance, e.g., bye. (2) The321

sales simulator generates a special token represent-322

ing the ending of a dialogue. (3) When the dialogue323

starts to repeat itself, i.e., repeatedly producing the324

same utterances, because it usually means no more325

useful information.326

The proposed framework enables us to con-327

struct a large-scale dataset with dialogues transi-328

tioning from open-domain to task-oriented scenar-329

ios, which align well with the salesperson’s busi-330

ness potential.331

3 Data Quality Evaluation332

We use a widely-used crowdsourcing platform,333

Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)3, to collect hu-334

3https://www.mturk.com/

Sales: Cigarettes are pretty bad for you, but they’re so
tasty! Do you like to smoke in your free time?

User: Yes, I enjoy smoking in my free time. I also
enjoy lifting weights and squatting.

Sales: That’s great! I like to lift weights as well. It’s a
great way to stay in shape.

User: I love to play video games. I play a lot of League
of Legends. What about you?

Sales: Yes, it is. I enjoy it a lot. What else do you enjoy
doing in your spare time?

User: I enjoy playing video games as well! I also like
to go to the movies.

Sales: I usually watch a movie. I found [count] movies.
What about [title], [title], or [title]? - [Transi-
tion]

User: I wanna find some Romance movies online.
Sales: What do you think about [title], [title] or [title]?
User: Is there anything else? Violent movies would be

nice. I like the director Jia Zhangke.
Sales: There’s [count] movie that might suit your inter-

ests. What about [title]?
User: Ash Is Purest White sounds great. I wanna watch

that movie now. I wanna watch it with subtitles.

Table 2: A partial dialogue sample presented to AMT
workers, where the transition turn in italics only high-
lighted in Task 2.

man feedback for our generated dialogues. 335

3.1 Model Settings 336

Intent Detector Our QA model is DistillBert 337

(Sanh et al., 2020) pre-trained on the general QA 338

data, SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018), and then 339

fine-tuned on TOD data, SGD. The value of learn- 340

ing rate and batch size are 3e-5 and 64 respectively 341

with AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 342

2019) for 20 epochs. 343

Transition The T5 (T5-small) model is trained 344

to generate transitions with a learning rate of 5e- 345

5 with Adafactor optimizer (Shazeer and Stern, 346

2018) and batch size of 16. We train our models 347

for 5 epochs and select the model with lowest loss 348

in the dev set. During decoding, we mix top-K 349

sampling of 80 and top-p (nucleus) sampling of 350

0.95 (Holtzman et al., 2020). 351

Dialogue Generation To generate task-oriented 352

utterances, we train our two simulators on the 353

model BlenderBot-400M4 with the same training 354

setting with generative transition. During genera- 355

tion, we use top-K sampling (Fan et al., 2018) of 356

120 for more diversity in our dialogues. 357

3.2 Crowdsourcing Tasks 358

We randomly pick about 4,000 dialogues for two 359

human evaluation tasks submit to AMT. The first 360

task is designed for collecting feedback about the 361

4https://parl.ai/projects/blenderbot2/
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entire dialogue, while the second one focuses on362

the transition part due to the main goal of this363

paper. Table 2 shows the dialogue example pre-364

sented to crowdworkers for evaluation. Because365

our target dialogues can be viewed as salespersons’366

capability, we describe the context to the recruited367

crowdworkers that the given dialogues are between368

a beginner salesperson and his/her customer and369

ask workers to provide feedback from different as-370

pects in terms of the sales’ strategies. Note that371

the annotators are not aware that the dialogues are372

machine-generated, so the collected feedback is373

for human sales communication skills. Each task374

is briefly described below, and the full annotation375

guideline can be found in the Appendix A.376

Task 1: Salesperson-Customer Conversation377

The workers were presented with one entire di-378

alogue and asked to rate (from 1 to 5) the entire379

conversation from three aspects: Relevance (Q1—380

How relevant is the recommended product or ser-381

vice to the conversation context?), Aggressiveness382

(Q2—How aggressive is the salesperson’s com-383

munication strategy?), and Overall (Q3—Do you384

think the sales conversation is overall a good exam-385

ple of making a sales recommendations?).386

Task 2: Chit-Chat to Task-Oriented Transition387

In addition to the entire dialogue, we also explic-388

itly highlight the transition turn in the dialogue389

when presenting to crowdworkers. Similarly to390

the first task but only focusing on the transition391

part, we asked workers to rate from 1 to 5 from392

the following aspects: Right Time (Q1—Is it a393

good timing to make the transition?), Relevance394

(Q2—Is the transition relevant to the conversation395

context?), Aggressiveness (Q3—Is the transition396

aggressive?), and Overall (Q4—Do you think it397

is overall a good transition?). In each question,398

the detailed descriptions of all ratings are given to399

crowdworkers to ensure they have consistent under-400

standing for all ratings. In addition, to enrich the401

transition turns and ensure their quality, we gen-402

erate 4 additional transitions and ask workers to403

choose the best one. All transitions and ratings are404

included in our released data.405

4 Results and Analysis406

Table 3 presents the statistics of the randomly sam-407

pled dialogues submitted to AMT. For brevity, we408

use T to denote Task in the following. Each dia-409

logue is evaluated by three crowdworkers so that410

we can check the annotation variance for reliable411

Intent #Dialogues Avg Length
FindMovies 1,792 18
GetTimesForMovie 30 19
FindAttractions 1,296 16
LookupMusic 490 16
PlaySong 300 15
LookupSong 8 18
Merge SGD 2,014 21
TOD Simulation 1,902 13
Total 3,916 17

Table 3: Statistics of the sampled dialogues.

results. The evaluation results of all dialogues are 412

visualized in the top charts of Figure 5, and the bot- 413

tom charts show the results for existing TOD data 414

(Merge) and simulator-generated TOD (Simulator). 415

It can be observed that our framework is able 416

to produce context-relevant task-oriented conversa- 417

tions to match the topic of open-domain dialogues 418

(Q1 in T1; Q2 in T2). This indicates that we can 419

ensure the dialogue flow from open-domain to task- 420

oriented dialogues is natural. The median relevance 421

scores are slightly higher than the Neutral line, sug- 422

gesting that our sales simulator can perform his 423

sales strategy without annoying customers. The ob- 424

servation further demonstrates the feasibility and 425

effectiveness of our proposed method. In terms 426

of the salesperson’s aggressiveness, crowdworkers 427

think that the transition is neutral and somewhat 428

aggressive, showing that smoothly transitioning is 429

still an important research problem to explore. Fur- 430

thermore, the transition timing scores (Q1 in T2) 431

also demonstrate that our proposed task-oriented 432

intent detection can capture a suitable moment in 433

a zero-shot setting, so that the sales may not miss 434

any business opportunity of product promotion. 435

We can observe that most of overall scores (Q3 436

in T1; Q4 in T2) are above Neutral (Score 3)5, indi- 437

cating that the generated dialogues and transitions 438

are overall good for a salesperson’s business per- 439

spective. The human judgement demonstrates that 440

our proposed approach is capable of simulating a 441

large-scale reasonable dialogues aligned with our 442

purpose, implying that both research community 443

and industries can greatly benefit from our released 444

data and the built simulators that can continuously 445

generate more data for training. Our framework 446

and the constructed dataset reduce the cost for large- 447

scale data requirement for better practice. 448

To further investigate whether the proposed TOD 449

5The full description of each score is presented in Ap-
pendix A.
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Figure 5: Score distribution of task 1 (left) and 2 (right). The top charts are averaged scores over three workers for
all dialogues. The bottom charts are the separated averaged scores where TOD is from Merge SGD and Simulators.
↑ indicates the higher score the better of this aspect and vice versa for ↓.

simulators described in Section 2.3 can generate450

reasonable dialogues compared to Merge SGD, we451

visualize their individual scores as shown at the452

bottom of Figure 5. There is no significant dif-453

ference between two groups, and we further in-454

vestigate their score distribution of each question455

shown in Figure 6. Both results tell that given the456

context of open-domain utterances, our TOD simu-457

lators are able to generate the suitable task-oriented458

dialogues with comparable quality to those from459

the publicly available benchmark TOD data–SGD.460

Consequently, our framework can be utilized to461

generate large-scale data cost-effectively and the462

generation quality is comparable with the current463

benchmark dialogue data.464

In addition to the proposed framework and the465

released dataset, our collected human judgement466

also has the potential of providing valuable contri-467

butions to dialogue community or industrial prod-468

ucts. For example, each question along with its469

corresponding scores from crowdworkers can be470

treated as a research problem which may interest re-471
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Figure 6: The score distribution between Merge SGD
and TOD Simulators in terms of their overall dialogue
quality (Q3 of T1).

searchers, e.g. how human judges a dialogue is too 472

aggressive. The release data along with the scores 473

has a great potential for future research directions. 474

5 Related Work 475

Our work is related to dataset construction for build- 476

ing persuasive dialogue systems that try to persuade 477
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the participant to take a specific action. Hiraoka478

et al. (2014) annotated 34 dialogues, in which an ex-479

perienced salesperson tries to convince a customer480

to buy a camera. Yoshino et al. (2018) requested481

crowdsourcing workers to generate 200 persuasive482

dialogues. In each dialogue, one participant per-483

suaded another one to adopt his suggestion such484

as cleaning a room. Wang et al. (2019) collected485

1017 dialogues, in which one of the participants486

was convinced to donate to a specific charity. We487

can see that the covered conversation scenarios in488

these datasets were strictly limited to specific tasks,489

while our scenarios are more general and can be490

easily extended to different cases. Also, our con-491

structed dataset is about three times larger than the492

prior work, indicating the usefulness of the recent493

pre-trained paradigm.494

The topic of conversational recommendation sys-495

tems is also related to our work. A number of at-496

tempts have been made to collect training data for497

conversational recommendation systems. These498

studies (Wu et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2020; Xu499

et al., 2020) first extracted a path consisting of an500

entity or attribute nodes from a knowledge base.501

Then they asked annotators to write conversational502

recommendation dialogues. The flow of mentioned503

topics in a dialogue should follow the extracted504

path. Similarly, Liu et al. (2020) also built a dataset505

by asking human workers to create dialogues based506

on a topic path. It should be noted that, in these507

datasets, the goal of such systems is to only make508

entity recommendations instead of tasks, while our509

work goes beyond them in naturally transferring510

from chit-chat to task-oriented dialogues and com-511

pleting a task the user may want.512

Another related work is generating a transition513

between two given open-domain utterances. Tang514

et al. (2019) proposed to generate the transition515

conditional on a specific word, because they want516

the generated transition can drive the conversation517

topic to the specified word. Sevegnani et al. (2021)518

collected a new dataset of human-created one-turn519

topic transitions. Each dialogue contains 2 utter-520

ances with different topics and 1 transition in the521

middle of them.522

There are some recent studies trying to merge523

chit-chat and task-oriented dialogues, but the pur-524

poses of merged dialogues differ from ours. Sun525

et al. (2021) enhanced the utterances in task-526

oriented dialogues by appending chit-chat sen-527

tences. They hope that the agent gains more social, 528

personalized, and engaging communication skills. 529

Ennen et al. (2021) proposed a dialogue system that 530

can transfer the style of generated response from 531

chit-chat to task-oriented styles. However, the sys- 532

tem is a prototype model, there is still a large gap 533

to properly bridge chitchat and task-oriented dia- 534

logues. The motivation of our work is closely sim- 535

ilar to that of the study by Yu et al. (2017). They 536

manually created several task-oriented response 537

generation strategies specifically designed for the 538

movie promotion scenario. In addition, the expert 539

knowledge was utilized to design reinforcement 540

learning rewards that help their dialogue system to 541

decide which action to take (i.e., continuing chit- 542

chat or selecting a task-oriented strategy to reply). 543

However, we can observe that the prior work in 544

these studies heavily relied on human efforts (data 545

collection, expert-created strategies, etc.). There- 546

fore, it can be expensive and hard to extend their 547

data or method the practical cases due to the re- 548

quirement of larger-scale training data. Our pro- 549

posed framework benefits from the pre-trained 550

models and shows its outstanding conversational 551

capability. The flexibility of extending to diverse 552

cases is also validated, considering that all com- 553

ponents inside the framework can be easily substi- 554

tuted by the updated models, and the generated data 555

can be used by semi-supervised or unsupervised 556

methods for cold-start scenarios. 557

6 Conclusion 558

This paper proposes a novel framework to gener- 559

ate dialogues that naturally transition from open- 560

domain to task-oriented scenarios at a large scale 561

without heavy human efforts. Our proposed chit- 562

chat to task-oriented transition approach can cap- 563

ture the suitable timing when the user shows the 564

implicit intents and generate the diverse and nat- 565

ural transition turn to trigger the task-oriented ut- 566

terances. Our human evaluation shows that the 567

automatically generated dialogues have a reason- 568

able quality with natural conversation flows from 569

a business point of view. The released dataset and 570

framework empowers research community to easily 571

obtain large-scale target dialogues and the human 572

annotated scores can be utilized for related work. 573

This paper has a great potential of guiding future 574

research directions and benefiting the community 575

of both research and industry. 576
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A Crowdsourcing Guideline 765

A.1 Task1: Conversation between A 766

Salesperson and A Customer 767

In order to improve the skills to sell more prod- 768

ucts, a beginner salesperson is learning dialogue 769

strategies by reading prior conversations between 770

customers and other salespeople. This beginner 771

salesperson needs your help to determine if a sales- 772

person used a good dialogue strategy to conduct an 773

effective and strategic sales conversion. 774

In more detail, you will be presented with one 775

conversation history between a salesperson and 776

a customer. The salesperson may recommend a 777

movie, a song, attractions and so on for the cus- 778

tomer. Instead of recommending a product or ser- 779

vice to the customer directly, the salesperson wants 780

to make the recommendation more gradually and 781

naturally by starting the conversation with chit- 782

chat. 783

In this task, you need to rate the conversation 784

from the following 3 aspects: 785

• How relevant is the recommended product or 786

service to the conversation context? 787

• How aggressive is the salesperson’s commu- 788

nication strategy? 789

• Do you think the sales conversation is overall 790

a good example of making sales recommenda- 791

tions? 792

Questions 793

• How relevant is the recommended product or 794

service to the conversation context? 795
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– 1: Not at all (it is impossible for me to796

find the relevance between the recom-797

mended item and the context)798

– 2: Less than neutral (it is a bit hard for799

me to find the relevance between the rec-800

ommended item and the context)801

– 3: Neutral (With some effort, I can find802

a reasonable relevance between the rec-803

ommended item and the context)804

– 4: Relevant (I can easily find that the805

recommend item has obvious relevance806

with the context, even though the recom-807

mended item is not perfectly matching808

the context)809

– 5: Very Relevant (the recommended item810

is perfectly matching the context)811

• How aggressive is the salesperson’s commu-812

nication?813

– 1: Not aggressive at all (the conversation814

flows very naturally and smoothly from815

chit-chat to making recommendations;816

If I was the customer, I feel very com-817

fortable when the salesperson is making818

recommendations)819

– 2: Less than neutral (The flow of the con-820

versation is generally natural and smooth,821

although there are few imperfections)822

– 3: Neutral (The salesperson starts to rec-823

ommend an item; It is ok to me)824

– 4: Aggressive (The salesperson suddenly825

starts to recommend an item; this makes826

me a bit uncomfortable)827

– 5: Very aggressive (The salesperson sud-828

denly starts to recommend an item; this829

makes me very uncomfortable)830

• Is the sales conversation overall a good exam-831

ple to the beginner salesperson?832

– 1: Not at all (This example is really very833

bad; the beginner salesperson should not834

spend time on learning this example)835

– 2: Less than neutral (This example is836

not good; it would not be a pity if the837

beginner salesperson skips it)838

– 3: Neutral (This is not a bad example;839

the beginner salesperson may learn some840

useful dialogue skills from it, but not841

very much)842

– 4: Good (This is a good example of mak-843

ing recommendations; the imperfections844

can be ignored; the beginner salesperson 845

should keep this example in his mind) 846

– 5: Very good (This is a perfect example 847

of making recommendations; the begin- 848

ner salesperson should keep it deeply in 849

his mind) 850

A.2 Task2: Transition between Chitchat and 851

Task-Oriented 852

In order to improve the skills to sell more prod- 853

ucts, a beginner salesperson is learning dialogue 854

strategies by reading prior conversations between 855

customers and other salespeople. This beginner 856

salesperson needs your help to determine if a sales- 857

person used a good dialogue strategy to conduct an 858

effective and strategic sales conversion. 859

You will be presented with a conversation be- 860

tween a salesperson and a customer. The salesper- 861

son may recommend a movie, a song, attractions 862

and so on for the customer. Instead of recommend- 863

ing a product or service to the customer directly, 864

the salesperson wants to make the recommendation 865

more gradually and naturally by starting the conver- 866

sation with chit-chat. Once the salesperson thinks 867

it is the right time, he will say something (named 868

transition in this task) to change the conversation 869

from chit-chat to recommendation-making. 870

In this task, you will need to rate the transition 871

from the following 4 aspects: 872

• Is it the right time to make the transition? 873

• Is the transition relevant to the conversation 874

context? 875

• Is the transition aggressive? 876

• Is the transition overall good? 877

Questions 878

• Is it the right time to make the transition? 879

– 1: Very bad time (This is definitely not 880

the right time to do it. It is highly likely 881

that the customer will find you very an- 882

noying) 883

– 2: Bad time (This is not a good time to 884

make the transition. It may cause nega- 885

tive customer feelings) 886

– 3: Neutral (I don’t think making the tran- 887

sition at the time is good, but it is ok to 888

me to continue the conversation if I was 889

the customer) 890
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– 4: Good time (it is a good time to make891

the transition, but maybe it will be per-892

fect if the transition is made earlier or893

later)894

– 5: Very good time (it is a perfect time to895

make the transition)896

• Is the transition relevant to the conversation897

context?898

– 1: Not at all (it is impossible for me to899

find the relevance between the transition900

and the context)901

– 2: Less than neutral (it is a bit hard for902

me to find the relevance between the tran-903

sition and the context)904

– 3: Neutral (With some effort, I can find905

a reasonable relevance between the tran-906

sition and the context)907

– 4: Relevant (I can easily find that the908

transition has obvious relevance with the909

context, even though the transition is not910

perfectly matching the context)911

– 5: Very Relevant (the transition is per-912

fectly matching the context; it is hard for913

me to find a better transition)914

• Is the transition aggressive?915

– 1: Not aggressive at all (the conversation916

flows very naturally and smoothly from917

chit-chat to making the transition; If I918

was the customer, I feel very comfortable919

when the salesperson is doing it)920

– 2: Less than neutral (The flow of the con-921

versation is generally natural and smooth,922

although there are few imperfections)923

– 3: Neutral (The salesperson starts to924

make the transition; It is ok to me)925

– 4: Aggressive (The salesperson suddenly926

starts to make the transition; this makes927

me a bit uncomfortable)928

– 5: Very aggressive (The salesperson sud-929

denly starts to make the transition; this930

makes me very uncomfortable)931

• Is the transition overall good?932

– 1: Not at all (This transition is really very933

bad; the beginner should not spend time934

on leaning this transition)935

– 2: Less than neutral (This transition is 936

not good; It would not be a pity if the 937

beginner salesperson skips this example) 938

– 3: Neutral (This is not a bad transition; 939

the beginner salesperson may learn some 940

useful dialogue skills from it, but not 941

very much) 942

– 4: Good (This is a good example of mak- 943

ing a transition; the imperfections can be 944

ignored; the beginner salesperson should 945

keep this example in his mind) 946

– 5: Very good (This is a perfect exam- 947

ple of making a transition; the beginner 948

salesperson should keep it deeply in his 949

mind) 950

• Which transition of the following do you think 951

is the best? 952

– transition 1 953

– transition 2 954

– transition 3 955

– transition 4 956
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B Generated Dialogue Samples957

958

Task-oriented Simulators

Sales: Oh, I’m sorry to hear that. Do you have any other family members that you are close
to?

User: Yes, I have two brothers and two sisters. We are all very close. How about you?
Sales: I don’t have any siblings, but I have a lot of cousins that I’m very close to.
User: That’s great. I’m glad you have a good relationship with your cousins. What do you

like to do for fun?
Sales: I like to play video games and watch movies. What about you, what do you enjoy

doing?
User: I like playing video games as well. I also like to go to the movies. I love going to the

theater. - FindMovies
Sales: Sure, what kind of movies do you like to watch? Can you see [movie_name]? -

[Transition]
User: I would love to see Captain Marvel. I’d like to watch it at Century at Tanforan.
Sales: I found [count] movie you might like. How about [movie_name]?
User: Yeah, Hotel Mumbai sounds good.
Sales: You want to play [title] without subtitles, is that right?
User: Yes, that’s right.
Sales: Okay, so you want me to play the movie you requested. I’ll start the movie now.
User: Yes, please do.
Sales: Can you please confirm that you want to play [title] without subtitles?

959

Merge SGD

User: I like to drive around in my black car and listen to music. What do you like to do?
Sales: I love going to the beach and swimming. What kind of music do you listen to?
User: I listen to a lot of rap and hip hop. Do you have a favorite rapper? - LookupMusic
Sales: I’m a top notch rapper and I’m a rock musician. Are you in the mood for the music. -

[Transition]
User: I’m in the mood for some music. Can you find songs from the album Camila.
Sales: What about the song [song_name] from the album [album] by [artist]?
User: I’m not in the mood for that one, do you have a different song?
Sales: What about the song [song_name] from the album [album] by [artist]?
User: What is the genre of the song?
Sales: Real Friends is a [genre] song.
User: Sounds good.
Sales: Do you want to hear the song now?
User: Yes, I would love to.
Sales: You want to play [song_name] on your [playback_device]?
User: No, I would prefer to play it on my kitchen speaker.
Sales: You want to play [song_name] on your [playback_device]?
User: Yes, that’s right.
Sales: The song is now playing.
User: Thank you very much.
Sales: Is there anything else I can help you with?
User: No, that is all. Thank you for your time.
Sales: Enjoy your music. Have a wonderful day.

960
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Merge SGD

User: London is a great place to visit, but I wouldn’t want to live there. Too many people.
Sales: I know what you mean. London is the most populous city in the United Kingdom.
User: It’s also the most densely populated metropolitan area in the world.
Sales: Yes, it is. It has a population of 8,537,673.
User: Wow, that’s a lot of people. Do you live in the city or the suburbs?
Sales: I live in London, the capital of the UK. It’s a great city to live in.
User: I’ve never been there but I’ve always wanted to go. I’ve heard it’s the cultural,

financial, and media capital of Europe.
Sales: Yes, that is true. It is also one of the world’s most visited cities as well.
User: I would love to go there and see all of the museums and historical sights. -

FindAttractions
Sales: Sure. What city? What kind of attraction are you looking for? - [Transition]
User: I’m looking for attractions to visit
Sales: In which city do you want to search for?
User: I would like attractions in San Francisco
Sales: I found [count] attractions, for example [attraction_name], a [category]
User: Is it a child-friendly place? Is entry free?
Sales: The entry is free and it’s a good place for kids
User: Very good! Can you give me any other suggestions? Any attraction is fine
Sales: I found [count] attractions. I suggest [attraction_name], a [category]
User: This is fine too
Sales: You need anything else?
User: Yes, I’d like to watch a movie there, preferably a 3d show
Sales: There are [movie_name], [movie_name] and [movie_name].
User: I’d like other proposals
Sales: There are [movie_name], [movie_name] and [movie_name]
User: I like IT two! What online movies do you propose?
Sales: What kind of movie do you prefer?
User: I love Suspense movies
Sales: I found [count] movies: do you prefer [title], [title] or [title]?
User: I prefer The Art of Self-Defense! I want to watch it now with English subtitles
Sales: Playing [title] with [subtitle_language] subtitles: do you confirm?
User: No, I prefer with French subtitles, thanks!
Sales: Playing [title] with [subtitle_language] subtitles: do you confirm?
User: Now it’s correct, I confirm.
Sales: The movie is starting!
User: Who is the main actor?
Sales: The mai actor is [starring].
User: Thank you! It’s all for now!

Table 4: These are more examples generated by different strategies in our framework. The text has the underline
is the detected intent. The sentence in italics is the transition.
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